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Chapter 1 : Soul Plan : Blue Marsden :
Blue Marsden - Author and Founder of Holistic Healing College. Blue Marsden is the author of the Soul Plan: Reconnect
with your True Life Purpose as well as founder and director of the Holistic Healing College, the London School of Chi
Kung and the London College of Hypnotherapy.

Jun 06, Katja Rusanen rated it it was amazing "Soul Plan - Reconnect with Your True Life Purpose" is a
powerful book as it brings you understanding of your life lessons and challenges, your talents and skills, and
your goals. The book explains how to prepare and interpret your own Soul Plan Reading. It also has
fascinating examples of real life situations. This book is insightful, powerful and inspiring. I highly
recommend it as Soul Plan was a real eye-opener for me. Thank you Blue Marsden! They have every right to
do so. As it says in the book; Numerology, New Ageisms, annoying symbols, you name it, you can find it in
this book. The proposed technique seems all right at first but going deeper into the book it just unfolds as
unbearably unrealistic. Yes, some people will definitely like this write up, I am just not one of them. Q and A
section stinks of unscientific mysticism, and Stars of David popping up on most of the pages are just
unnerving no offence intended. This book dives a bad name to real An amusing try to change humanity! This
book dives a bad name to real Spirituality, will avoid the Author in the future for my own sake. This is such a
book. Here is an invaluable gift and support to those seeking greater clarity on lifes purpose. I have been
inspired to finally let go of old dramas and give myself permission to enjoy doing what I enjoy doing. If you
are in a rut or dissatisfied with your lot do take a look at your souls plan. Apr 15, Simone Narcheska rated it it
was amazing This book helped me get greater clarity on my direction in life, and to help me see the challenges
I had been facing and how to overcome them. All based on my birth name!
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Chapter 2 : Soul Plan Reading
Blue Marsden is a teacher of contemporary counselling, healing and spirituality who has blended a lifelong study of
ancient esoteric methods with a degree in Philosophy and an MA in Psychoanalysis. He is founder of Holistic Healing
College and respon Continue reading.

Reconnect with your True Life Purpose When looking for answers to who you are, why you are or why there
is trouble, suffering or confusion in your life, Soul Plan can be immensly helpful and uplifting. I had my Soul
plan read with a wonderful lady named Catherine Noueiri in London. Catherine is a student of Blue Marsden
who wrote Soul Plan: All that was requested by Catherine to draw up my Soul Plan was my full birth name.
No date of birth or time of birth as with astrology â€” just my full name. Catherine requested this a few days
prior to the reading so she could work out the plan and little did I know just how much time and effort goes
into one of these beauties! Reconnect with your True Life Purpose What you see here in the ancient symbol of
the hexagram and the Star of Creation with symbols, text and numbers all tailored to you. The code grants you
access to a deeper understanding of your life whilst enhancing what you intuitively know already. Based on
the ancient Hebrew Gematria and that each letter holds a numerical value or creative force of energy, Soul
Plan is an eclectic mix of ancient science, vision and theories. It goes far deeper than what I have described so
you can read more details on the subject here; www. It baffled me, for in my head a birthday or numbers hold
more power when it comes to decoding the human spirit. It was so exciting to witness many doors opening
purely based on the vibrations of the letters in my name. Especially as what Catherine was describing based on
these symbols and numbers perfectly matched who I am. Do you truly understand at your core that our
language and its vibrations directly affect not just our personal lives but the lives of our society and humanity
itself? Throughout the session and the follow up document, recommended actions and affirmations tailored to
you specifically are highlighted and one suggested affirmation to deal with overcoming my Worldly challenge
was: The Soul Plan is a personal insight into what makes you, you. There are countless routes to choose from
when it comes to understanding who you are. Reconnect with your True Life Purpose For me this is what is so
incredibly exciting about life â€” there is no one path, you get to create it for yourself and having your Soul
Plan can be a wonderful bonus along the way. It offers direction whilst placing you in the grander scale of
your universal purpose and purpose on Earth. You are here to draw people to your projects, services or work
as you bring in and radiate an unconditionally loving presence and vibration in the world. She even said the
energy associated with in my chart is Scorpio. Synchronicity, alignment, reminders â€” this has it all. In
conclusion, what I loved most about my session with Catherine was her intuition, her grace, how
knowledgeable she was and able to connect with me through my true self. I was pleasantly surprised at the
accuracy that came from this reading. It was uplifting and ended with a gorgeous guided meditation that rang
every bell imaginable in my spirit and heart. What did those bells sing?
Chapter 3 : Soul Plan - Blue Marsden - Compra Livros ou ebook na calendrierdelascience.com
Soul Plan is a new interpretation of an ancient system of life purpose analysis. Available for the first time to a wider
audience, this truly empowering method accesses the vibration in your birth name to determine your entire 'Soul Plan'.

Chapter 4 : Soul Plan â€” Reconnect with your true life purposeâ€¦..
Soul Plan: Reconnect with Your True Life Purpose [Blue Marsden] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers. 'Soul Plan' is a new interpretation of an ancient system of life purpose analysis. Available now to a
wider audience.

Chapter 5 : Soul Plan: Reconnect with Your True Life Purpose by Blue Marsden
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SOUL PLAN by Blue Marsden calendrierdelascience.com Blue Marsden is a teacher of contemporary counselling,
healing and spirituality who has blended a lifelong study of ancient esoteric methods with a degree in Philosophy and an
MA in Psychoanalysis.

Chapter 6 : Spiritual Counselling, Spiritual Life Coaching & Holistic Courses
Soul Plan Reading We are based in London and Tokyo running accredited and insurance eligible professional training in
Soul Plan Reading, Holistic Counselling, Spiritual Life Coaching and we are the pioneers and founders of the new
healing method Soul Transformation Therapyâ„¢ (Core Issue Healing).

Chapter 7 : About Blue Marsden
Soul Plan is a new interpretation of an ancient system of life purpose analysis. It introduces a totally unique and
fascinating method of numerology based on sound and intention and allows the reader access to a free online Soul Plan
checking website.

Chapter 8 : Blue Marsden (Author of Soul Plan)
SOUL PLAN: Reconnect with Your True Life Purpose by Blue Marsden, published by Hay House, paperback ( pages).
Soul Plan is an entirely new interpretation of an ancient system of life-purpose analysis derived in part from an ancient
mystical text (the Sefer Yetzirah - 'The Book of Formation'), which outlines a creation theory in which.

Chapter 9 : HHC Online Courses and Products
'Soul Plan' is a new interpretation of an ancient system of life purpose analysis. Available now to a wider audience, this
method accesses the vibration in your birth name, to determine your entire soul plan.
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